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targeted advertising:
using detailed information about users’ demographics, preferences, 
opinions, and activity to target ads
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Miranda Wei
gender: F
location: Seattle, WA
interests: cats, ramen, 
Battlestar Galactica

expectation:



reality: organic ketchup buyer + 15 other criteria

targetingType: Tailored audiences 
(lists)

targetingValue: 
NCS_PD_04358_Kraft_Organic and 
natural ketchup buyers_1_26362226

…

targetingType: Keywords

targetingValue: #parenting

…
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What ad targeting mechanisms exist and how are they 
used to target Twitter users?1.

What do Twitter users think about the mechanisms for…

transparency?

2.
a) b)ad targeting?



study protocol
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request 
Twitter data

take 
customized 

survey

ad-impressions.js
personalization.js

twitter_advertiser_list.pdf

upload ad-
related data
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What ad targeting mechanisms exist and how are they 
used to target Twitter users?

What do Twitter users think about the mechanisms for…

transparency?

1.

2.
a) b)ad targeting?



231 participants and their ads

per participant 

• mean 6.6 years on Twitter


• mean 1,046.6 ads in last 3 
months
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across all participants 

• observed 240,651 ads with at 
least one targeting type 

- e.g., location targeting


• 45,209 unique instances

- e.g., Boston



targeting types
demographic: 
characteristics about 
user and their device(s)


• provided by user or 
inferred by Twitter
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targeting type uses.         

language 350,121

platform 32,351

location 31,984

new device 236
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psychographic:         
user lifestyles, behaviors 
or attitudes


• provided by user or 
inferred by Twitter


targeting type uses.

follower lookalikes 590,502

conversation 128,005

behavior 35,008

interest 25,284
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psychographic:         
user lifestyles, behaviors 
or attitudes


• provided by user or 
inferred by Twitter


advertiser:                 
user information 
collected offline 

• provided by advertiser


targeting type uses.

tailored (list) 113,952

mobile 21,631

tailored (web) 18,016



potential violations of Twitter’s own policies?

prohibited to target by race, religion, sex life, health, politics, and financial status


yet…


• keyword: “unemployment," “Gay,” “#AfricanAmerican,” “latinas”


• conversation: “Liberal Democrats (UK)”


• tailored list: “YYYY account status: balance due,” “Christian Audience to 
Exclude,” “LGBT Suppression List”
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What ad targeting mechanisms exist and how are they 
used to target Twitter users?

What do Twitter users think about the mechanisms for…

transparency?

1.

2.
a) b)ad targeting?



opinions of targeting types
vary by specificity and accuracy

tend to approve abstractly, 
but object to specific 

instances

e.g., event targeting
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accuracy significantly 
correlated with fairness 

and comfort 

… to a certain point
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current ad explanations
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speculative ad explanations

detailed text
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detailed visual



speculative ad explanations
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creepy



control
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ad explanation results
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key takeaways

• transparency is key, especially data access
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obtaining clarifications from Twitter (4+ months)
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Jun 26

1st request

Jul 7

1st reply: 
unhelpful

Jul 9

2nd request

Aug 9

2nd reply: 
extension

30 days
Nov 15

3rd reply: 
satisfactory

99 days



key takeaways

• transparency is key, especially data access


• some of the most concerning targeting types are understudied


- e.g., tailored audiences, follower lookalikes


• how to enforce targeting policies if skirting scrutiny is trivial?


• ad explanations should be more detailed
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the “creepy” ad explanation?
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concerning targeting 
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